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The subgroups of Q( I/) (the commutator subgroup of an orthogonal group 
over a finite field of odd characteristic) which are generated by groups of root 
type, but not solely by groups of root type 1, and which are transitive on the 
one-dimensional singular subspaces of Jw are determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I’ be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field F of charac- 
teristic not 2. Let F* be the multiplicative group of F, and let 4 = / F I. Let 
B be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V. B defines a quadratic 
form Q by 2Q(x) = B(x, CC). If Q(x) = 0 f or all vectors x in S C V and S # 0, 
we say S is singular. If S # 0 and S is not singular, we say S is nonsingular. 
The dimension of a maximal singular subspace of V is called the index of I’. 
A one-dimensional subspace of I/ is called a point (as distinguished from 
a vector). A two-dimensional subspace is called a line. Brackets ( > indicate 
“subspace generated by.” Thus, (x) is the point generated by the vector .?c. 
These definitions of singular, nonsingular and line differ from Artin [I]. 
The group of linear transformations on I’ preserving B is called O(V), the 
orthogonal group. The commutator subgroup of 0( I;‘) is denoted by sZ( I’). 
The set of all vectors y E I’ such that 23(x, JJ) = 0 for all x in some subset 
X of V is called Xl. If Y C X1 we say Y is perpendicular to X. Note that 
this is a symmetric relation and that Y C X1 if and only if (Y) C <X)‘-. 
Let .r be a singular vector and let u E xl. Then pr,u , called a Siegel trans- 
formation (see Tamagawa [lo]), stands for the unique extension to a member 
of sZ( I’) of the linear transformation which sends any z in x1 to z + B(u, z)x; 
P+,~ is the identity if and only if u E (xj. Then since 
Ps.uPx,c = Px.u+v 
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the set {px,ku 1 x, u fixed u $ <:x)k EF) is a group, Z<.x, u), which we call a 
group of root type. These groups of root type are equivalent under inner 
automorphism in sZ( V) to the one-parameter subgroups {x,Jt) j a! a root, t EF} 
which generate JJ( 1’) as a Chevalley group [2, 81 when .0(V) is a Chevalley 
group. Hence, the name. Questions of groups generated by groups of root 
type in this sense in X(V), the group of linear transformations of deter- 
minant one, have been studied by McLaughlin [5, 61 and Pollatsek [7]. The 
methods are different from those of this paper. 
If u is singular, say Z<x, u;,’ is a group of root type 1. If u is nonsingular, 
say Z:.X, u: is a group of root type 2. Note that if sZ( 1’) contains a group of 
root type, I’ must have dimension at least 3. We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a subgroup of Q(V) generated by groups of root type 
(but not solely by groups of root type 1) which is transitive on the singular points 
of V. Then either 
(1) G~d,,F=[F,,dimT’=4,inde.~l; 
(2) Gr G,, , the semidirect product of an elementary abelian group of 
order16byA5,F=IF,anddimV=5;or 
(3) G=Q(V) h w ere V’- has index 1 and hence dim 1’ = 3 or 4. 
Remarks. (1) J2( 1’) can be generated solely by groups of root type 1 if the 
index of V is 22. 
(2) The author determines the subgroups of 0(V) generated by groups of 
root type 1 and transitive on singular points in a sequel to this paper [9]. 
2. SOME GROUPS GENERATED BY Two GROUPS OF ROOT TYPE 2 
First, let us note that since P+,~ = ps,zl+r;s, k E F, the line ,<x, u), u non- 
singular, completely determines the group of root type 2. If, in addition, we 
note that P+,~ = P-~‘,$ when u is singular, we see with a little calculation that 
the same is true for groups of root type 1. Hence the notation Z<x, u) or Zl, 
where 1 = ‘.J, u) is reasonable, and hence we can make the following defini- 
tion: We call 1 an axis line for G if Zl C G. 
Since pk., = P,(~),~(~) where gT means T-rgT and 7 E O(V), we see that 
elements of a group G send axis lines of G to axis lines of G. It is by deter- 
mining what axis lines we get in this way that we find out the structure of the 
group generated. 
We first state a result of Tamagawa [lo]. 
THEOREM Let H be a subgroup of Q( V) with V nondegenerate. Assume we 
are not in the case F == [F, , n = 4 and index 2. (This case never occurs in this 
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paper since the characteristic of F is assumed to be odd.) Assume for all singular 
points R of V one has the property ( TR): If m is a line in V such that R L m C RI, 
then m is an axis line for H. Then H = s2( V). 
Now let Qr and Qa be singular points such that Qr is not perpendicular to Q2 . 
Let Q1 = :<q) and Q2 = (‘r-r) where B(x, , q) = 1. Let l1 and 1, be lines 
containing Q, and &a , respectively, and set U’ = (,I1 , l&. Also assume 
ZII and Zlz are groups of root type 2 and let G be the group generated by 
Zlr and Zl, . 
LEMMA 1. If lI n lz = (x,;,, a nonsingular point, then G = L?(W). 
Proof. Since ps.eu = per,,, for c in F*, we can represent II by <x1 , x& 
and lz by ./,~-r , x0>. Then p2-1,tz0 , with t in F*, sends .<.q , x,> to 
‘<X1 - tx, - t2x-, ) x-0 + 2tx-,), 
where we have assumed without loss of generality that Q(,v,) = 1. Thus, G 
satisfies ( TR), and, hence, G = Q( kV). 
LEMMA 2. If l1 n 1, = {0}, let Q be Q1 or Qz . Assume (1) F # IF, or 
(2) F = [F, and W is not nondegenerate with index 1. Then there are at least 
two distinct axis lines of G which contain Q. 
Proof. We show that if (1) or (2) holds, then there is a point P in the orbit 
of Qr and Q2 under G which is on two axis lines for G. Since G preserves 
incidence structure, this will prove Lemma 2. 
Choose x0 in lI such that (x,,) = lI n (x-,)~ and choose x0’ in 1, so 
ix,‘) = lz n (x&l. As usual, B(x, , x-r) = 1. Say B(x, , q,‘) = b EF, 
Q(x,) = d E F* and Q(.ya’) = g EF*. 
Apply Ps,.nxoPs~,.txo’ to (x, , x,j(k, t E F*). We get the axis lines (w, X> 
where 
and 
w = (1 - tkb + t2k2gd)s, - tx,,’ + t2kgx, - t*gxpl 
x = (1 + btk)x,, + (2kd - btk2d)x, + btx-, . 
APPlY Pa-, ,TXO’PXl,SSO to b-1 > . 0 r ‘). We get the axis line (y, z) where 
,\’ = (1 + s2r2gd - srb)x-, - sx,, - s* dx, + Srdx,’ 
and 
z = (2rg - r2gsb)x-, + (1 - rsb)x,’ + sbx, . 
NOW suppose (w} = (y) = P. This yields the relations 
sd = 1 + t2k2gd - tkb 
t2kg G) 
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(the ratio of the coefficient of x1 to the coefficient of x,,--note that we use the 
fact that x,, and x0’ are linearly independent) and 
drs = ljtkg (ii) 
(the ratio of the coefficient of x,,’ to that of ~~0). (The other ratio is determined 
by Q(w) = Q(y) = 0, hence yields a dependent equation.) 
If P were on only one axis line, then z E w, s> when (i) and (ii) are satisfied, 
i.e. z = aw + cs (a, c EF). So looking at the coefficient of x,,‘, we get a(-t) = 
1 - rsb. Using (ii), we get 
--tkgd + b a=----* 
tZkgd 
(iii) 
With the coefficient of x0 , we get 
@kg) = -c(l + btk) 
substituting the value for a above 
-tkgd + b 
d 
- = -c(l + btk). 
NOW we can choose tk any way we like in F* and still have (i) and (ii). So 
choose tk SO 1 + btk = 0 (b # 0). Then gd = 43, from (iv). So either 
gd = -b2 or else b = 0. If F = lFa , gd = 42 implies W is nondegenerate 
of index 1. 
If b = 0, (iii) reduces to a(-t) = 1. If we then compare the coefficients 
of x-r in z = aw + cx, we obtain 2rg = a(-Pg), so using (i) and (ii) to 
replace r, we get t2k2gd = 1. But gd # 0 and if F # lF, , we can choose t, k 
in F* so that t2k2gd f- 1. (IfF = IF, , note that this impliesgd = 1.) 
So suppose gd = -b2 and again compare the xP1 coefficient. We get 
2rg - r*gsb = a(-t2g) + cbt. We again use (i) and (ii) to replace r and s. 
In order to replace c we must assume we have chosen tk so that 1 + btk # 0. 
We obtain, after some calculation, 
-b 
f 
2tkb + 1 
kd 1 - t2k2b2 - tkb 1 
= &2tkb + 1). 
So either 2tkb + 1 = 0 or 1 - t2k2b2 - tkb = 1. In the latter case tkb = 0 
or -1 but since 1 + btk f 0, btk # -1 and tk EF* and gd = --b2 imply 
tkb # 0. So 2tkb + 1 = 0. But ifF + Ea , we can find tk E F* so 1 + btk # 0, 
and 2tkb + 1 # 0. Contradiction. So P is on two axis lines if F + [F, , or if 
F = Ea , and W is not nondegenerate index 1. 
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LEMMA 3. If (1) OY (2) in the lemma above holds, and II CI lz = {0}, and ;f 
W is nondegenerate, then G = Q(W). 
Proof. First, as a consequence of (*), we observe (**): Let R be a singular 
point and let mi and me be lines containing R. Let I/ = (ml , me> and let 
m be a line in V containing R. Then if mi and m, are axis lines for a group H, 
m is also an axis line for H. 
Now suppose a singular point R lies on axis lines ml and m2 for G, where nz, 
and m2 c W, and m, and mp are distinct. Let I’ = (m, , m,). Then I-C RL 
and the dimension of F’ is 3. 
In addition, since W is nondegenerate, dim RI = 3. Hence, v = RI. 
Now let m be a line in II’ such that R C m C RL = V. By (**), m is an axis 
line for G. Thus, we have only to show each singular point of W is on two 
distinct axis lines for G, in order to establish (TR) and be done. 
By Lemma 2, we know <xi) and (.x-J are each on two distinct axis lines. 
Suppose P is a singular point in (X i , pi)’ n W. Then P is neccessarily on 
axis lines with (xi) and c;x-i:‘. Thus, we have only to show that the remaining 
singular points (singular points of the form /.z-i - u - Q(u)x,>, or sym- 
metrically <.x, - u - Q(u)N-i>, where u E {xi , .X&P) are on two axis lines. 
But pr,+ is an element of G sending (x-i) to (x-i - u - Q(u)xi). By sym- 
metry, and since elements of G preserve incidence structure, we are done. 
What happens when F = [F, and TV is nondegenerate index 1 ? We continue 
to use the notation of the proof of Lemma 2. We recall that when F = IF,, 
the singular point P could be on only one axis line, provided (I) B(x, , x0’) = 
0 = b and Q(x,) = Q(xs’) = /3 or else (II) 1 = b2 = -gd, i.e., Q(x~) = -Q&‘). 
The first case does provide a proper subgroup G of sZ( W) which is generated 
by the two groups of root type C(.r, , s x ) and .Z(.x-i , x0’> and is transitive 
on the singular points of W. The second case cannot yield such a group G. 
For suppose T E G < sZ( W) such that 7 sends (x1) to <IX-~>. Then 7 must send 
x0 to a vector in (x-i , x0’). Otherwise (A-i) is on two axis lines. But there is no 
vector u1 E (x-, , x,,‘) such that Q(w) = Q(x,,). 
SO let US show that case (I) yields a group of the desired type and determine 
what that group is. To this end we introduce Table I. 
TABLE I 
The Axis Lines of the A, Configuration 
A = lx, , x0> F = (x.e, + x0 - ,9x1 , x0’) 
B = (x-1 , x0’) G = /-xl - x0’ - Bx-~ + ,9x0 , x0 - /Ixl> 
c = (x1 - x0’ - /3x-, , x0) H = <-xl - x0’ - /3xe1 - px,, , x0 + j3xl> 
D = <x1 + x; - fix-l, x0> I=<-x,+x,‘-pxBx_,+/3x,,x,-~xl> 
E = <x-~ - x,, - /lx1 , x0’> I = <-x1 + XOI - pxB.l - j3xo , x0 + fiXI> 
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Thus, ~x,.r, = A(BEF)(CGH)(DIJ) and pI-,,z,’ = B(ACD)(E]H)(FIG) as 
permutations on these ten letters. Since each axis line contains exactly one 
singular point, we see G (the group generated by Z<X~ , x0) and ,?Y’.Y-, , ~~‘1,:) 
is transitive on the singular points of W. 
Since Q(W) in this case is a faithful permutation group on the singular 
points [l, Theorem 3.181 and since this is exactly the action of (123) and (345) 
on the unordered pairs of 5 letters, and since (123) and (345) generate 9,, 
we see G g A, , 
We note that in this case sZ( W) g A, so G is a proper subgroup of J2( W). 
Since if a singular point in W were on two distinct axis lines of G, G would 
equal 52( ?V), we see that each singular point of G must be on exactly one axis 
line in G. 
3. GROUPS WITH ONE AXIS LINE PER SINGULAR POINT 
We remark that if a group G is transitive on singular points, each singular 
point lies in the same geometric configuration of axis lines For the remainder of 
this section we assume ach singular point is on exactly one axis line 1 of G and 21 
is a group of root type 2. This was the case with G z A, in the last section. 
From Lemma 2 it follows that if F # [F, , and I1 and Za are axis lines for G 
and the singular point of l, is not perpendicular to the singular point of Za , 
then Zi n I2 = (x,,), a nonsingular point. As before, we may set Zi = (X,X,> 
and 1, = <x-ix,,> where (:x1) and (x-$ are singular and B(x, , x-i) = 1. 
If dim V > 4, there is a nonsingular point (xaj such that 
Say Q(xa) = g EF*. Then <,x1 + ~a - gr-,:, is on some axis line la . Then 
llnI,nl,= (x,), y ielding an impossible situation. So we see that if 
F # 5, and dim V 3 4, there is no group G with each singular point on one 
axis line, that axis line being nonsingular. 
Now suppose F = IF, , and from now on assume G is transitive on singular 
points so that if I1 and la are axis lines and (x0) is a nonsingular point in I1 and 
(x,,‘) is a nonsingular point in I, , then Q(xJ = Q(x,‘). Then if Zi and l2 
are axis lines such that their singular points are not perpendicular either 
Ii n I2 = <x,,) or .Zli and Z1.a generate A, . 
The former case cannot always occur by the reasoning above for F f IF,. 
So we have Zll , .Zla _C G where l1 = ~<xl , ~a>, 1, = <x-, , x,,‘>, B(x, , x1) = 1, 
Qbd = Qh,‘) = B, ( or B(xa , x0) = -/3 = B(xa’, a,,‘)) and the other 
products are 0. We then also have a system of axis lines as in the table. 
-4ssume dim V > 5. (If dim V = 4, G s A, .) Then there exists a 
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nonsingular vector (Xs), say Q(xa) = (Y such that xs E (x1 , xel, x,, , ~a’)~. 
.::s, - xs - KC-~) is singular and is on an axis line nz, m = (xl - xg - 01x-~, y) 
where Q(y) = /3. Ch oose <y) to be the point on m in (x1)“. Since either 
nz n (x, , x,,) # 0 or else Zm and Z<x, , x0) generate A, , either y E (xi , XJ 
or else y E xgL, respectively. If y E (x1 , x0), (y) = \‘~a). If y E xsl, we 
investigate the point P on m in {x-r)‘. We note that either m n (xel, x0’) # 9 
or else Zm and Z.:s-, , x0’>, generate A, . In the former case P = (y) = ix,,‘) 
and in the latter, P E ..,‘.~a’)~ and <y> = <x1 + .vs + z) where Q(Z) = fi - 01 
and z E ,>:x~ , x-r , x0 , x0’, x&I). So either (1) ty) = f~,,), (2) (y) = :,~a’) 
or (3) <i y> = :~ x1 + ~a + z> where Q(z) = /I - 01. 
Now suppose ,9 # (Y. Then look at line C of the table. <:x1 - .rs - m-t> E CL. 
But J,, $ C’ and x,,’ 4 C-’ and x1 + xs + z $ CL so ZC fixes (x1 - xs - a-r) 
but moves m, i.e., if 01 f fi, ’ x1 - .~a - LY...& is on two distinct axis lines. 
But if dim V > 6, there is a nonsingular vector .‘cs in lx, , xel , x0 , xO’)l 
such that Q(xa) # /3. 
So dim lc’ = 5, m = ...rl - us - /3s-r , y::, and we have three cases. 
Case 1. cyj = (x0). 
Case 2. (., y) = (x0’). 
Case 3. k:Y> = <Xl + x3). 
Note that Cases 1 and 2 are symmetric, i.e., Zm makes an LJs configuration 
with one of Z<xr , x,,) and L’<x-t , x0’> and an A, configuration with the other. 
We show that Case 3 does not occur and then we assume, without loss of 
generality, Case 1. 
In Case 3, 
Ps,-s3-6L1,-s3+13r-, E =?n 
and sends ,~,x-t , x0’) to ,,(- 1 - /3)~-r - /3x1 + (1 + /?)~a , x0’>. If fi = - 1, 
we have Cx,) on two axis lines. If j3 = + 1, we use ps,-s,-Bs-,,,-z+Bz-l E zin for 
the same result. 
Now let G be the group generated by Z({x, , x,,), Z(xP1, xc,‘) and 
.x;x, - xg - px-1) x0). We examine the action of G on the vector xs . Since 
Z’,xr , sO> and ,Z(x-r , x0’) fix xs , Gz, , the stabilizer of x, , has order at 
least 60. By direct calculation one finds exactly 16 elements in the orbit of x, 
under G. G # sZ(V) since P~-,,~, E 52(V) and sends xs to a vector not in the 
orbit of .v3 under G. LJ( Y) is the much studied simple group of index 2 in the 
group of the equation for the 27 straight lines on a cubic. It has only one 
proper subgroup of order 260 . 16, and this is the semidirect product of an 
elementary abelian group of order 16 by A, [3; Section 2701. It can be shown 
by direct calculation, as in Table 1, that G is indeed transitive on the 40 
singular points of V. Since we show in the next section that no other geometric 
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configuration of axis lines is possible, G has exactly one axis line per singular 
point (necessarily of a group of root type 2). 
4. GROUPS WITH MORE THAN ONE AXIS LINE PER SINGULAR POINT 
Suppose now we have each singular point <Ix,? on two distinct axis lines 
(x, y, and {x, z:> such that c,y, zj is 2 dimensional anisotropic (i.e., contains 
no singular points). Then by Lemma 3 if F # Es , and if the singular point 
(.r,j is not perpendicular to the singular point :<J&, the groups of root type 
of the set of axis lines containing (.x1? and of the set of axis lines containing 
(x-r) generate Q(W) where W is nondegenerate of dim 4 and index 1. (Any 
other sort of W yields singular axis lines.) 
If F = IF,, the same result is true. We show that if (‘x1:: is a singular point 
not perpendicular to the singular point <:x-r), and t,~-r , z> is an axis line 
(.::,a) in <x1 , .‘~-r?~), then so is (x1 ) 2;. The only other possibility is that for 
all axis lines :.x1 , W) such that w E ,.rt 1 “T-1 ‘,I , ,,‘z, 20; is an anisotropic line 
(so that Lemma 2 does not apply). So suppose this is the case. Let <wr> and 
(W$ be points on two distinct axis lines with “.x1\! which are also in (.T-~‘P. 
By our initial assumption, <wr , w$ is an anisotropic line. Hence, <z~r , we> 
contains two points CW\J such that Q(W) = Q(z) and since !x, wi is to be an 
anisotropic line B(w, z) = 0. Without loss of generality, let these two points 
be ;<wr) and (Iwe). Then B(w, + ws , z) = 0 but Q(wl + z+) f Q(Z). So 
‘:q + w, 1 z) is not anisotropic, contradicting our assumption. 
If dim r = 4, we are done. So suppose dim 1,’ > 5. Then there is a 
singular point .<xs> E ,‘s, , x-r:,l. The singular point \:sr + .rai $ i~-r’)~. So 
the groups of root type whose axis lines contain ,:.rr + .v,\, and those whose 
axis lines contain ,<x_,‘: generate an sZ( WJ as above. (x1 , xr + .~a , x-r> 1 n 1Vr 
has dimension at least one and contains >‘y>, nonsingular; iy) is on an axis 
line with <Ix1 + ~a) and with ,,:x-r). Since y E ,,:.vr , .~-r;)~, it is on an axis line 
,’ ‘\ ,,.vl,,~. But ,++Tz,U sends (ix1 , y> to \:~r , y + .x2‘.. By (*), ,‘.~r , X& is an axis 
line. But (lzc, , x2) is singular. 
Let ix> @ Lr be the space of axis lines containing /.x)- (0 means direct 
sum). We have considered U = a nonsingular point and U = an anisotropic 
line. Any nondegenerate subspace of U of more than 2 dimensions can be 
spanned by singular vectors ([l], p. 145). Let W be a maximal non-degenerate 
subspace of U (hence anisotropic of dimension 1 or 2). Then L’ = W @ WL 
where WL is singular [l, Theorem 3.31. 
From Lemma 2 if F f IF, and (xrl,, <.x-r) are singular points so that 
(xl) $ <dL, and (ix1 , u) is an axis line of root type 2 with <u> E (x_J~ 
then (‘,x-i , u) is also an axis line. Now suppose !xr , ~a;\ is a singular (root 
type 1) axis line. Then xp E (or , u>’ and can be chosen in <.v-r>,“. Then since 
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u E ..q , x-1 + "Q,' “I, ("Y-l $- x2 ) U) is an axis line. p2-1+12,U sends (*IX-~ , U) 
to ,rq , u + q). So by (*), :x-~ , xzj is an axis line. So ix& is on axis lines 
with k:xl> and (x-,> which span a nondegenerate but also nonanisotropic 
line, contradicting our hypothesis. 
If F = F, , we assume there is a case where <<q) is a singular point and 
‘,sl , u) is a nonsingular (root type 2) axis line where u is chosen in <x-,)~, 
and u lies on no axis line with (x-~, ‘1. As we have seen above, this implies 
dim IV = 1. Let ‘:.rl , .Q> and c;.v-~ ,y) . . . be singular axls lmes. Let cxP1 , x0’) ‘1 
be a nonsingular axis line. Then Q(U) = Q(x,,‘) and B(u, x,,‘) = 0. Similarly 
Q(u) = Q(x0’ + y) (=$3(x0’)) so B(s,’ + y, u) =o. so B(y, u) = 0. ((x2 + uj # 
(x0’) since x2 $ ‘u, x0’) which is anisotropic.) So B(x, .q,‘) = 0. Similarly we 
get B(x, + xp , .q,’ + ~7) = 0. So B(x, ,F) = 0. So ps-,,, sends ,::a+* , xl> to 
(,x2 , x1 - r> so by (*), \:.r2 , J;,, is an axis line. Let W~z-l, stand for the space 
spanned by all the singular points in (x,Y and on an axis line with ‘;sP1>. 
Then \‘.Q) has just been proven to be on an axis line with all the points of 
Iv& ) c .‘xQL 
\ ..\ rL 
1 as well as with (:x1). So if ix,) $ WCx-,) , then IV& ) is too 
large. If <x2) E WtEml) , <x,) is on axis lines with I:J$ and (x-$ whkh span 
a nondegenerate nonanisotropic line. This proves the theorem. 
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